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VTA opposes changes to bicycle overtaking legislation 
 
In a submission to the Victorian Government’s Economy and Infrastructure Committee, the 
Victorian Transport Association (VTA) has opposed changes to bicycle overtaking legislation that 

would require drivers to maintain a specific distance of 1-1.5 metres from cyclists. 
 
“After careful consideration, the VTA must express our strenuous objection to any proposed 
changes to the current legislation to make definitive metre ruling when overtaking bicycles at a 
speed of more than 60 km/h,” VTA CEO Peter Anderson said in the submission. 
 
“Whilst the VTA understands the vulnerability of cyclists on the road, it believes that driver 
awareness programs are the best way to achieve the outcomes rather than more regulation, 
which will be very difficult to enforce and may even perversely turn other road users against 
cyclists.” 
 
The VTA’s submission stressed that transport is already one of the most highly regulated industries 
in Australia, requiring compliance with criminal, safety and industrial laws.  
 
“Imposing a definitive metre ruling upon the transport industry and other road users would be 
very difficult for motorists to gauge, and the potential for drivers to spend more time attempting 
to calculate the metre ruling from the cyclist, than focusing on safe driving practices whilst 
overtaking is a considerable risk,” Mr Anderson said.  
 
The submission also stressed the need for cyclists and all road user groups to show greater 
discipline when it comes to sharing the road, particularly enforcement for cyclists splitting lanes, 
occupying the entire lane when designated cycling lanes are available, and using the roads as a 
race track.  
 
“Road safety is the foundation for all road use. Discipline of road use and rules are paramount in 
improving safety. Heavy vehicles are a workplace when on our roads and the interaction with 
other road users is a constant focus for all heavy vehicle drivers,” Mr Anderson said. 
 
“The implementation of this legislation would create additional hardship for heavy vehicle drivers 
and create an increased distraction to an already demanding job. There must be equity in 
legislation and enforcement for al road users.” 
 

Ends… 
 

For further information please contact Brian O’Neil on 0411 055 284. 


